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IZUMI
Genuine quality
from Japan
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Two major players—
one team

MAHLE and IZUMI

2001: Plant restructuring; head office functions (Administration,
Controlling, Production Engineering, and Quality Assurance)
integrated into the Tsuruoka plant

MAHLE and IZUMI began their partnership
50 years ago. This cooperation progressed until
MAHLE successfully acquired IZUMI in 2003.

2002: Introduction of MAHLE technologies and quality

1923: Founded by Tokichi Izumi

January 2003: Becomes 100% subsidiary of MAHLE

1938: Reorganized as IZUMI Automotive Industry Co., Ltd.

April 2003: Name changed to MAHLE IZUMI Corporation

1968: Technical agreement with MAHLE on high-load forged

April 2005: Name changed to MAHLE Engine Components

aluminum pistons

Japan Corporation

1976: Technical agreement with MAHLE on general aluminum

2008: Establishment of MAHLE Trading Japan for IZUMI's

pistons

aftermarket business

1988: Name changed to IZUMI Industries, Ltd. and listing

OE customers: MAHLE supplies a wide range of manufacturers

of stock on Tokyo OTC market

through its IZUMI factories: Isuzu, Hino, Komatsu, Mitsubishi

management system

FUSO, UD Trucks, Kubota, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Mitsubishi
1988: Capital participation by MAHLE

Motors, Honda, Yanmar, Yamaha, Mazda, and Subaru
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Products

Assemblies
Liner kit (KT)
+

+

Piston

Aluminum
diesel piston

Aluminum
gasoline piston

+

Liner

Piston pin

+

Snap rings

+

Piston rings

+

Bushing

O-rings

Piston kit (PK)
+

Piston

Cast iron
piston

MONOTHERM®
piston

+

Piston pin

Piston rings

Piston set (PS)
+
Piston

Cylinder liner

+

+
Piston pin

Snap rings

Snap rings
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Packaging,
hologram, and label
Security strip
This new sealing strip provides additional security:
it prevents inadvertent opening and shows instantly
if the packaging has already been opened.

Unforgeable label
With product information, such as engine manufacturer,
article number, etc.

MAHLE IZUMI pistons, kit sets, and engine parts are produced in the
highest quality and precision and packed with care. Only if the packaging is undamaged and the security strip intact can you be sure that
the described precision engine parts are made by MAHLE and therefore of MAHLE IZUMI quality.
When unpacking the goods and during further handling of the goods,
be sure to treat them with care so that the sensitive precision parts are
not damaged.
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Beware of
imitations
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Examples of counterfeit products:

MAHLE IZUMI products are sold exclusively
by our authorized distributors.
Examples of fake logos:

Never trust products branded as IZUMI
from unauthorized distributors.
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MAHLE IZUMI
worldwide

A truly global sales network
MAHLE IZUMI is the number one engine parts brand for Japanese

n

Sales in over 40 countries

diesel vehicles around the world. Wherever there are Japanese com-

n

150 customers worldwide

mercial vehicles, our brand is relied on for original quality parts.

n

Over 500 engine types use
MAHLE IZUMI as original quality parts

